
BUZZY GLADE
The sound of the leaves buzzing in the garden, gently trembling on the wind or moving on the touch 
your hand moving through the foliage. Our gardens are our nature. Letting us experience our ecology 
most private and by the work of our own hands. 

Buzzy Glade suggests a space that repositions us towards the plants and trees best known to us. Recrea-
ting endangered Ash woods, with Black Ashes and American ashes, woven into the regional artefacts. 
In a glade in the Redford gardens a young Ash forest will tremble on the touch of a net spanning over 
the forest floor. Light enough to let light fall on the flower speckled forest floor. Woven into a strong 
structure supporting people laying down, looking up to the sky through the fingered fraxinus leaves. The 
buzz is created by the people laying on, turning over, walking through the ashes, together. 

The trembling trees spread the sweet scent of the ash buds attracting especially a rich group of butter-
flies at night. To which the woodland plants are their hosts. A rich environment of shivering delights and 
niches for unseen life that our gardens provide for. 

Buzzy glade seeks for an encounter with the sky, the foliage and redirects us to the peace our gardens 
bring us, “our nature, man-made” (* Simone Nieweg, Schirmer/Mosel 2012).

THE ECOLOGY OF SHAKING FOLIAGE,  MAN-MADE, OUR NATURE

Left; The trembling fraxinus leaves by the shaking of the net. Right; Nightly delight of the starry sky, the 
lit foliage and the night butterflies feasting.



The net is constructed by weaving two pre-cut and sawn natural fi bre net patterns together and attaching this 
whole in a tensioning frame which is connected to the existing trees of the glade garden. 72 Ash trees will be 
planted with in the net (Fraxinus sp. nigra and americana). Connected on four points of each plant hole by four 
interlocking rubber bands. Letting the young trees gently tremble without stressing their stems. The woodland 
fl oor will be planted in with fl ower rich woodland plants (Whorled wood aster, Solomon’s Seal, Wild turnip, 
Helleborine, Fringed Yellow Loosestrife, Foamfl ower, False solomon’s seal, Clintonia, Northern white violet 
fl owers,  Pale Vetchling, Red baneberry, Wild sarsaparilla, Wild cucumber root, exact mix to be decided on) 
supporting local (night) butterfl y and other insect communities as host and food plants.
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The woven Net structure is spanned between the existing surrounding white spruce and populus trees. The 
centre line is anchored at 1,5m in the ground. From here the garden is tensioned. Spanning above the 
woodland fl oor under the deck of Ash leaves. Trembling when someone moves or lies down. 

Centre section 1:150

The net starts at 1m high and then climbs to 2m on the far end (the right). A woodland path wraps around 
the net letting you see the net tremble and the bodies turning in the net from below.
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